Editor's Note: Over many years, AESF stalwart Jack Dini contributed a series of fascinating columns to Plating & Surface Finishing, under the title Fact or Fiction?. What follows is a welcome addition to his output for the NASF. A printable version of this article can be accessed HERE.

What do Thomas Edison, Richard Feynman, Charles Kettering and Louis L'Amour have in common? The answer is that for these celebrities, some time in their careers they were involved with electroplating.

Let's start with the most prolific one first.

Thomas Edison

Thomas Edison was an American inventor and businessman who has been described as America's greatest inventor. He developed many devices in fields such as electric power generation, mass communication, sound recording and motion pictures. These inventions, which include the phonograph, the motion picture camera and the long-lasting practical electric light bulb, have had a widespread impact on the modern industrialized world. He was one of the first inventors to apply the principles of organized science and teamwork to the process of invention, working with many researchers and employees. He established the first industrial research laboratory. His final count on U.S. patents was 1084 utility patents (patents for inventions) and 9 artistic design patents.1

On a single day, when he was forty and full of innovative fire, he had jotted down a hundred and twelve ideas for "new things," among them a mechanical cotton picker, a snow compressor, an electrical piano, artificial silk, a platinum wire ice slicer, a system of penetrative photography (presaging radiology by twelve years) and a product unlikely to occur to anyone else except perhaps Lewis Carroll: "ink for the blind."2

On February 6, 1912 he was granted a patent regarding a means of stuffing his electrode salt with miniscule, highly conductive "scales" of cobalt, alloyed with nickel to reduce oxidization to almost zero (TE Patent, Electroplating Apparatus, 1,016,875). Exquisite care was required to manufacture them. First, he electrodeposited what he called "a mere blush" of zinc on a copper plate. The plate was then washed and transferred to an electrolytic bath, in which a film of cobalt and nickel (proportionately mixed by separate anodes) was laid upon it to a depth of only 0.0002 of an inch. A third immersion, this time in a dilute acid, dissolved the zinc and caused tiny bubbles of hydrogen to rise off the copper and lift the alloy film. As it floated free, Edison wrote, it broke up into "small flakes or scales, which naturally assume a curved or curled shape - a phenomenon especially characteristic of cobalt. They were sized through microscreens before being annealed to a red heat in a hydrogen atmosphere, which treatment effects a very perfect cleaning of the surfaces."

Nine years of intellectual, mechanical and chemical labor led up to his announcement on June 26, 1907 that "the storage battery is an accomplished fact." When the first 1.2 volt A-cells appeared in July - slender, light and lustrous, so intricately engineered that they approached solid state - did awareness spread that Edison had pulled off a revolution in electrochemistry.

He had done it by returning to flake technology, using nickel leaf this time, plating it so thin that it floated on the air like gossamer. Two hundred and fifty sheets would have to be plated flat to match the thickness of a visiting card. They were drawn off rotating drums that he dunked, alternately and rapidly, into baths of copper and nickel electrolyte. Each deposition was washed and dried, the accumulated layers building up hardly more substantially than crossed shadows. When they laminated out at 0.3969
of a millimeter, the sheet was stripped and cut into tiny squares, which were then soaked in a solution that ate away the copper. This left 120 nickel flakes, each about 1/25,000 inch thick.\(^2\)

In "Process of Electroplating," U.S. Patent 964,096, July 12, 1910, he talks about hydrogen gas clinging to the cathode and making the surface “more or less warty and rough.” In this patent, he claims an improved plating process where he “very largely eliminates the formation of hydrogen bubbles on the deposited surfaces.” He used chlorine to obtain improved results in plating solution and based on this information, Henry Brown\(^3\) tried the disinfectant chloramine T, the N-chloro derivative of p-toluene-sulfonamide. This led to the discovery of the use of sulfonamides and saccharin in nickel solutions.\(^3,4\)

A subject that should be of unique pride to electroplaters, is Edison's very last patent: “Holder for Article to be Electroplated,” U.S. Patent 1,908,830, May 16, 1933. This was for a holder for plating a number of diamonds simultaneously, number 1084 of all his patents.

One last note - Edison, who seemed to have a habit of poisoning himself around the turn of every year, inhaled so much hydrogen cyanide on January 1, 1906 that he had to hurry outside and clear his lungs with cold air. A lab assistant said that “the old man persisted in handling such things as if they were milk...I suppose they will the death of him yet.”\(^2\)

Richard Feynman

Richard Feynman (May 1918-February 1988) was an American theoretical physicist, known for his work in the path integral formulation of quantum physics, the theory of quantum electrodynamics, and the physics of the superfluidity of supercooled helium, as well as in particle physics. For contributions to the development of quantum electrodynamics, Feynman received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965.

He assisted in the development of the atomic bomb during World War II and became known to a wide public in the 1980s as a member of the Rogers Commission, the panel that investigated the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster. During a televised hearing, Feynman demonstrated that the material used in the shuttle's O-rings became less resilient in cold weather by compressing a sample of the material in a clamp and immersing it in ice-cold water. The commission ultimately determined that the disaster was caused by the primary O-ring not properly sealing in unusually cold weather at Cape Canaveral.\(^5\)

As a teen, Feynman worked one summer for the Metaplast Corporation. The company was starting to plate plastics and they needed a chemist. Their biggest problem was getting the plated metal to actually adhere to the plastic. He spent the summer helping them improve their process. But the entire chemistry lab was just him. A college student on summer break.\(^6\)

Here’s the rest of the story from Feynman:

“A few years later, I was in Los Alamos, where there was a man named Frederic de Hoffman. One day we were eating he told me that he had been working in England before coming to Los Alamos.”

“What kind of work were you doing there?” I asked.

“I was working on a process for metal plating plastics. I was one of the guys in the laboratory.”

“How did it go?”

“It was going pretty well but we had our problems. Just as we were beginning to develop our process, there was a company in New York called Metaplast Corporation. They were developed further than we were. You could tell from ads in Modern Plastics that they were way ahead, so it was no use trying to compete with an American process.”
“How many chemists do you think the Metaplast Corporation had?”

“Oh! They must have had a real chemistry department. I would guess they must have had twenty-five or fifty chemists, and a chief research chemist with his own office. Guys coming in all the time with research projects they’re doing, getting his advice and rushing off to do more research. How the hell could we compete with them?”

Then Feynman revealed:

“You’ll be interested and amused to know that you are now talking to the chief research chemist for the Metaplast Corporation, whose staff consisted of one bottle washer!”

A side note - the Metaplast Corporation went out of business after taking on a big job that they really couldn’t handle. Here’s a what if: If “chief chemist” Feynman decided to stay at Metaplast instead of heading off to graduate school, would he today be one of our more memorable plating heroes?

Charles F. Kettering

Charles F. Kettering (August 1876-November 1958) was an American inventor, engineer, businessman and the holder of 186 patents. He was a founder of Delco and was head of research at General Motors from 1920 to 1947. His patents covered a wide range of topics: the motorization of the cash register, the electric auto starter, a portable lighting generator, leaded gasoline, Freon refrigerant, automobile paint, an incubator for premature babies, a treatment for venereal disease and chromium plating.

Louis L’Amour

Louis L’Amour (1908-1988) was an American author. His books consisted primarily of western novels; however, he also wrote historical fiction, science fiction, non-fiction as well as poetry and short stories. Many of his stories were made into movies. At the time of his death in 1988 almost all of his 105 existing works were still in print, and he was considered one of the world’s most popular writers. For ambition and for attention to realistic detail, the self-taught L’Amour would be hard to equal among western historical novelists; for a century, no one approached his mid-1990s figure of 225,000,000 copies in print.

Fifteen year old Louis L’Amour (1908-1988) dropped out of school in Oklahoma in 1923 and embarked on a Jack London-like education in hard work, soaking up facts and skills in orchards, cattle ranches, mines, logging shows, dockyards, electroplating and even boxing rings across the American West. In World War II he taught winter survival to Army recruits and served in the European theater.

Talking about his early school years he said: “I wished to skip general science and take chemistry. At the time I had helped build several crystal radio sets and did some electroplating.”
Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein (March 1879-April 1955) was a German born theoretical physicist who developed the theory of relativity, one of the two pillars of modern physics alongside quantum mechanics. He is best known to the general public for his mass-energy equivalence formula $E = mc^2$, which has been dubbed “the world's most famous equation.”

Although Einstein didn't work in electroplating, his father and Uncle Jakob had operated a small electrochemical plant before it went bankrupt.\(^\text{10}\)

Here's a final what if: Had his father's electrochemical facility been successful, would Einstein have remained in the business and provided us with another plating genius?
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